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Abstract
BBC R&D have now been holding Open Days every other year for six years.
Each major project puts on a demonstration or demonstrations for a group of
visitors which includes BBC colleagues, government, industry, academia, and our
own families.
The 2003 Open Days were held on 20th, 21st and 22nd of May.
This document contains the handouts created to accompany the demonstrations.
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5GHz IEEE 802.11a Wireless LAN
A technical study of its capabilities

A number of manufacturers have begun to
promote Wireless LAN technology very widely,
even advertising it on TV. It’s often presented as a
cable-free link between laptop PCs and a fixed
computer network, but WLAN adaptors are
starting to appear in other electronic devices too,
for example personal organisers and even
professional camcorders.
We believe short-range wireless technologies
such as WLAN are spawning a new generation of
products and will affect working practices in our
industry – the ability to work “connected” on a TV
shoot or move between desks in a production
office without trailing wires has obvious
advantages. However the radio spectrum is a
precious resource even in enclosed spaces, and
its use needs to be carefully thought out. With the
BBC moving to new buildings such as Pacific
Quay in Scotland or the redevelopment around
Broadcasting House, the impact of these new
technologies needs to be carefully assessed.

Until recently the only WLAN you could use legally
in the UK was IEEE 802.11b, transmitting in the
2.4 GHz band with nominal capacities of about 11
Mb/s. Although this sounds high, other devices
use this band, and the bit rate must be shared by
all users within range. Concerns over the security
of its transmissions mean that IEEE 802.11b has
found only limited use in the BBC.

So this study has been undertaken to find out
what makes WLANS “tick”, their potential and
their limitations. WLAN systems usually work by
having network base stations at intervals within a
building. The system adjusts for falls in signal
strength and quality by switching to lower data
rates, and the base stations can work on separate
frequencies to minimise interference. It isn’t
obvious what service each user would get in a
busy building, and therefore what applications
would be practical.

rest - but it’s still enough for viewing pictures, as
our demonstration shows.

Earlier this year the newer IEEE 802.11a devices
were cleared for use in the UK. These work in the
less-cluttered 5 GHz band, and higher capacities
up to 54 Mb/s are claimed. These are the devices
we’ve been testing.
What data rates have we found in practice, and
how fairly is this shared out? As the graph on the
right shows, the maximum throughput we
achieved between a single device and a base
station was about 22 Mb/s, about 40% of the
quoted rate - system overheads account for the

Web: http://www.bbc.co.uk/rd/

Email: info@rd.bbc.co.uk
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Some other things we have noted:

When more than one device tries to transmit or
receive at the same time, the WLAN protocol
makes them take turns - the graph shows three
devices talking to a single base station. This
introduces discontinuities that might affect
applications playing audio or video files. This isn’t
an insurmountable problem, but it does mean the
application must be prepared to buffer the signal
adequately.

This signal travels a long way out of the building –
we still had a connection from a first-floor base
station over 200 metres away across our grounds.
This makes electronic eavesdropping and
infiltration all too easy – our colleagues in BBC
Information Security are investigating the
encryption measures that come with the various
WLAN standards.
The wooden and concrete floors in Kingswood
Warren attenuate the signal less than we
expected. This is a mixed blessing. You don’t lose
your connection, but you can’t re-use the
frequency on another floor to provide more
capacity.
People affect the signals. A demonstration we set
up in our laboratory dropped about 25% in bit rate
when all the visitors arrived!

How should we site the base stations for best
results? Put them too far apart and reception
suffers, too close together and they waste time in
contention. We estimate the optimum distance is
about 25 metres – equivalent to 70 metres
between stations on the same frequency – which
works out to about 24 kb/s per square metre in
total coverage.

A brief guide to WLAN standards
IEEE 802.11 a

European version uses 8 frequencies between 5.15 and 5.35 GHz. COFDM transmission.
Gross data rate adapts in 7 steps between 6 and 54 Mb/s.
- Being demonstrated today -

IEEE 802.11 b

Most of Europe (including UK) uses 13 frequencies with overlapping bands between
2.412 and 2.484 GHz, narrower than IEEE 802.11a. Gross data rate adapts between 1
and 11 Mb/s in 4 steps. Latest systems use DSSS transmission, earlier ones, FHSS.

IEEE 802.11 e

Still under discussion – will enhance the current 802.11 MAC layer for applications with
“Quality of Service” requirements, and with a more efficient protocol.
For both IEEE 802.11a and 11b.

IEEE 802.11 f

Still under discussion - recommended practice for inter-access-point protocol.

IEEE 802.11 g

Combines the COFDM standard from IEEE 802.11a with the frequency allocations from
IEEE 802.11b to give higher rates (in excess of 20 Mb/s) in the 2.4GHz band.
A new proposal under discussion – “SMa” - Spectrum Managed 802.11a.

IEEE 802.11 h

Further information is available from richard.marsden@rd.bbc.co.uk

Web: http://www.bbc.co.uk/rd/
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Analogue and digital terrestrial TV: reception issues
Reception impairments to analogue and
digital TV
Because of reflections or echoes, the transmitted
signal will often reach the receiving antenna via a
number of paths — hence the term multipath. As
the delays associated with the various paths are
likely to be different the result for analogue TV will
be 'ghost' images. The result for digital TV will be a
slight loss-of-noise margin in the receiver. The
multipath performance of digital TV is such that
'perfect' picture quality is possible under
circumstances where echoes would render an
analogue signal unusable.
Low signal level gives rise to noise impairment. For
analogue signals, the picture 'power' has to be at
least 1,000 times greater than the noise; otherwise
the picture just becomes progressively swamped
by the grainy noise. BBC digital TV signals only
have to be about 30 times greater than the noise
for a digital receiver to work perfectly.

The Digital Television Group (DTG) has recently
proposed a set of impulsive noise test methods and
performance criteria for digital TV. These proposals
are being accepted around Europe as the most
repeatable and best impulsive noise tests. This
helps set-top box manufacturers to research new
ways of developing countermeasures.

Demonstration
The demonstration shows the effect of three types
of impairment: multipath, noise and impulsive
interference. Two test transmitters are each
providing an analogue signal and a digital signal on
UHF channels 43 and 45, respectively. One TV set
is receiving the analogue signal in the normal way.
The other TV set is receiving the digital channel via
a Freeview adapter. The figure below shows the
setup.
ECHO
GENERATOR

Digital TV
transmitter

+
Analogue TV
transmitter

Domestic appliances
Light switches
Heating thermostats

+
+

ANALOGUE
DIGITAL

THERMAL NOISE
Noise
source

IMPULSIVE NOISE
Ignition
interference

Switch
Freeview
adapter

Noise
source

Test waveform
generator

Potential sources of impulsive interference in a
domestic TV installation
Domestic TV reception might suffer from impulsive
interference when parts of the installation are not
properly screened. This may be the case for old
installations with poor quality coaxial cable. New
installations are rarely affected. Impulsive noise is
generated by engine ignition, light switches and
some electrical appliances, to name a few. For an
analogue receiver, the displayed picture includes
white dots and lines directly related to the
interference. For a digital TV receiver with low
levels of impulsive noise, the decoded picture will
be clean. However, if the level of impulsive noise
goes beyond a certain threshold picture blockiness
and eventual break-up will be seen.
Web: http://www.bbc.co.uk/rd/

A 'delay box' is used to simulate the effect of
echoes in the transmission path of both signals.
Thermal noise and/or impulsive interference can
also be added. By varying the relative contribution
of each impairment we can observe how the
analogue picture degrades but still remains locked,
whereas the digital picture is clean until there is
enough interference in the system to make the
adapter unlock.
Some types of impulsive noise affect analogue TV
more than digital TV, and vice versa. For instance,
low-level engine ignition interference gives rise to a
noise pattern in the analogue picture, while the
digital signal is unaffected.
Contact: Chris.Nokes@rd.bbc.co.uk
John.Salter@rd.bbc.co.uk
Email: info@rd.bbc.co.uk
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Audio Description
What is Audio Description ?
Most television programmes rely on visual content to tell
their story. Audio description (AD) is an ancillary
component associated with a TV service and it delivers
a verbal description of the visual scene as an aid to
understanding and enjoyment particularly, but not
exclusively, for viewers with visual impairments.
Description is typically confined to gaps in the normal
programme narrative. Opportunities to describe a scene
are dependent on the programme genre and on the
editing of the main programme sound. Some
programmes are naturally more suited to description
than others. News for example provides little
opportunity for description and is generally selfdocumenting. Science and informative programmes, on
the other hand, often have relatively long narrative gaps
associated with purely visual content; these can provide
ample opportunity to fully describe the concurrent visual
images. Action drama and “soaps” are edited more
tightly and typically provide only brief windows in the
dialogue allowing only concise description events;
nevertheless the dramatic purpose is greatly enhanced
by brief descriptions (eg. “she glances at him”).
Digital television offers ample flexibility for the delivery of
new services or service components and so provides an
excellent opportunity for adding AD to appropriate
television services.

AD - the requirements
Since AD won’t suit everyone it is provided as a “closed”
or elective system in which the user elects to hear the
additional description.
Gaps in narrative often include loud sound effects or
music which may make a description event hard to
discern. There is thus a need, on a passage-bypassage basis, to adjust the relative level of programme
sound and description in the mix which the AD user
hears. The depth and timing of this fade is best
determined by the programme maker under controlled
conditions.
Individual AD users will have different aural acuity and
describers their own style of delivery (voice pitch and
timbre), several voices may describe a single
programme and there are often differences in nominal
audio level for different home receivers. This makes it
very desirable for the AD user to be able to make
modest adjustments to the relative volume of the
description signal to suit his or her condition.
Bit-rate is always at a premium. It thus makes sense to
broadcast the voice-only description component in the
most frugal fashion possible. The combined programme
sound and description signal as heard by the AD user
will however need the normal bandwidth appropriate
accurately to convey the programme sound.
Successive description passages may in practice be
minutes apart. The AD user who has selected a

Web: http://www.bbc.co.uk/rd/

described channel will therefore need to determine
whether a temporary absence of description is
intentional or is the result of the programme not being
described or of a fault in scheduling, transmission or
decoding.
The user interface also needs to be sensitive to the
reality that AD users will have visual impairments.
In summary the user requirements for AD are
• a closed system,
• ability to adjust relative volume of description and
• ability to promptly determine that a programme is
currently being described.
• bandwidth or bit-rate frugal delivery of the service,
• a delivery mechanism that uses existing & open
standards (e.g. ISO/IEC 13818-x, DVB etc.).

AD for DTT
The UK DTT multiplex operators represented by TDN
have commissioned the development of a PCMCIA
module which fulfils the requirements of an AD decoder
and plugs into any DTT receiver which has a working
“Common Interface” (CI) socket. The AD Module (ADM)
has been designed and built by SCM under contract to
TDN with technical oversight and functional testing
provided by BBC R&D. It works with suitably equipped
integrated digital TV receivers and set-top-boxes.
The design was initiated when UK DTT carried some
encrypted services. Contemporary commercial
sensitivity about including decryption in the ADM
resulted in a design in which the programme sound input
to the module is analogue from the receiver phono
sound output whilst the audio description signal is
demultiplexed, decoded and processed within the ADM
itself.
The ADM manages the fade and pan processing and
the user interface. This interface uses a separate and
simple infra-red remote controller and external IR
receiver pod which fixes to the top of the receiver.
Separate outputs are available for headphones, hi-fi and
VCR. The remote control provides means of adjusting
the description level and of the level of the overall
programme-sound/AD mix, of querying the status of AD
on the selected programme and of muting the
headphone and hi-fi outputs. Distinctive tones are also
added to these outputs to provide audible confirmation
of the remote control keystrokes and of the AD status.

AD demo
The ADM is demonstrated working with a Nokia 221T
receiver with a local DTT multiplex carrying four different
TV services each with audio description.

Contacts:

nick.tanton@rd.bbc.co.uk
trevor.ware@rd.bbc.co.uk
Email: info@rd.bbc.co.uk
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Audio Routing using ATM Networks
Introduction
A large number of audio production tools are PC
based and use IT networks along with structured IT
cabling for interconnection. However, these
structures are not generally suited to provide live,
low latency uncompressed audio feeds suitable for
a number of fundamental production uses. This
usage includes point to point and point to multipoint
audio connections possibly using a range of AES3
sample rates simultaneously.

ATM network. The use of SVCs in many current
ATM structures has been very underused and as a
result ATM has been seen as a robust but
cumbersome method of providing flexibility in the
past. With the introduction of AES47 compatible
equipment this view should change in the future.

In order to address this issue, BBC R&D have been
working with others to produce a new open
standard now known as AES47. This standard has
been ratified by the Audio Engineering Society and
has now been published.

AES47 also utilises the powerful ATM infrastructure
to provide extremely low latency and highly reliable
connections that are not disturbed by other network
traffic being carried over the same structure. The
standard includes a basic management interface to
ensure
interoperability
between
different
manufactures equipment; this does not preclude
manufactures from extending the interface outside
the basic standard to provide enhancements for
their own range of products if desired.

The need for flexibility

Today’s demo

To meet today’s broadcast production needs, it has
become increasingly important to react to changing
requirements quickly, reliably and cost effectively.
While the smaller production facility may be able to
achieve this with current systems, larger and more
distributed organisations have a much greater task
in managing this process. There are many areas of
the production process where larger organisations
have particular problems in this area and the way
production centres are cabled is one. The purpose
of AES47 in this situation is to allow complete
audio production structures to be provided using
standard building structured cabling as the primary
method of connection between all areas. The
studio and production workshop areas would be
connected to the local ATM switch using CAT 5
cable in the same way the PC networks are
connected to the Ethernet switches. This greatly
reduces installation costs as well as vastly reducing
the cost of moving facilities around the building
after it’s original installations no longer meet the
latest production requirements.

The Open Days demo shows the concept of
distributing audio using an ATM network. Around
the site a number of Audiolink units which take in
AES3 audio and pack it into ATM cells as defined
by AES47.
Audio is routed from source to
destination using a simple management terminal.
This terminal doesn’t have to be connected
permanently to the network and so the audio routes
are not dependent on a PC resisting the temptation
to crash!

AES47
AES47 has been developed within a working group
of the AES and utilises Switched Virtual Circuits
(SVCs) to effectively allow attached equipment to
make the equivalent of a broadband telephone call
between compatible equipment attached to the
Web: http://www.bbc.co.uk/rd/

The future
A pilot project using AES47 is currently underway
at Radio 4. This will expand on the concepts seen
here and will introduce features necessary for a
practical implementation.
At R&D we’re extending this work to include video;
a number of demonstrations today have been
connected using SDI and MPEG running over the
ATM network. We aim to bring the ease of
management found on the audio system to the
video systems.
Contacts:
chris.chambers@rd.bbc.co.uk
bob.walker@rd.bbc.co.uk
luke.sluman@rd.bbc.co.uk

Email: info@rd.bbc.co.uk
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Capacity Planning and Bit-Rate Management
Introduction

Plots of Subtitle Bit Rate Usage

Capacity planning: When the BBC launches a
new DTT Multiplex, a new DSAT Transponder or
even a new service, the bit-rates for each service
component is allocated to ensure that the total
available bit-rate is distributed to give the best
possible service.

Below is a plot of the CDF (cumulative distribution
function) for all four BBC subtitling services from
one transport stream and also the total CDF for that
transport stream. The results were plotted with a
moving average of 5 seconds.

Bit Rate Management: The BBC monitors the DTT
and DSAT platforms to see how bit-rate allocations
are actually being used. From this, service
components which exceed or under-use their
allocation can be identified, faults can be
pinpointed and, where possible, improvements
made

Beagle
Beagle is a BBC R&D designed system for
accurately measuring the bit-rate of all the
components in a DVB transport stream. Beagle is a
combination of custom designed hardware, data
capture software and post-processing utilities.

Daily Usage

Each service has been allocated 100kbits for
subtitling. The graph shows that as much as three
quarters of this is unused. The shape of the curve
for any one subtitle service can be explained by the
mixture of live and pre-prepared subtitles that the
service carries. For example, live subtitling has a
higher bit rate average due to the frequency of
subtitle data being transmitted while pre-prepared
subtitles are only sent one at a time, every few
seconds.
However, the total amount of subtitling bit rate that
is actually being used will vary from hour to hour,
as shown below. Here, the 95% and 99% CDF
probability values for each hour were plotted.

Beagle has many uses, for example, data from it
can be used to examine the bit-rate allocations for
subtitles. Subtitles rarely use their full allocation
and so the different patterns of use can be seen. It
is also possible to infer the subtitling genre from
Beagle Data.
It can also be used to examine a transport stream
for components that are potential temporary donors
and receivers of additional bit-rate: this is called
Opportunistic Data Insertion.

Hourly Usage

Web: http://www.bbc.co.uk/rd/

Email: info@rd.bbc.co.uk
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The highest values occur at times when there is
live subtitling on more than one service, such as
the evening news. The lowest values occur at times
when what little subtitling there is has been preprepared.

Open Days 2003
4. The harvested bit rate can be used to
supplement the allocated bit rate of another
data stream, such as interactive data services,
EIT data and so on.

Steps for Opportunistic Data Insertion
1. A data stream may not use all it’s allocated bit
rate every second. Sometimes, it may not need
any bit rate while at other times, it may use its
full allocation. For example, subtitles are
allocated 100kbits per second but may only use
15 – 20kbits per second at the most.

Contact:
nick.tanton@rd.bbc.co.uk
chris.macneill@rd.bbc.co.uk

2. The unused bit rate can be harvested on a
second-by-second basis.

3. The harvested bit rate from several similar data
streams can be merged together to make this
unused bit rate available as a coherent albeit
changing but managed stream. In this
illustration, three 100kbits per second subtitle
streams were harvested to donate unused bit
rate. The amount of harvested bit rate will
change in size with the cadences of its donors,
in this case, the donation being an average of
220kbits per second.

Web: http://www.bbc.co.uk/rd/

Email: info@rd.bbc.co.uk
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Desktop Production
What is Desktop Production?
We see a future where production teams use the
networked personal computer as a tool for handling
both material and also data (metadata). This
offers possibilities of new ways of working and
efficencies in re-use of material.

Working with One Vision
The BBC has formed the One Vision project to coordinate these activities across our wide and
diverse organisation. Both the Production
Modernisation and Technical Direction BBC
departments sponsor One Vision, so that the
subject is fully investigated in a multidisciplinary
way. At R&D we provide a technical foundation to
the project, concentrating on strategic issues like
infrastrucure and interoperability.

Standards
A key component in exchange is the availability of
standard file formats that can be written and read
by a wide range of applications. The R&D Desktop
Production team has promoted this concept to get
international agreement of the AAF and MXF file
formats. Such files allow production applications to
exchange both the material (essence) and any
associated metadata in an agreed way.

Applications
We see applications like editing, graphics, special
effects and colour correction still being provided by
industry experts who already have solutions,
including support and training, in use today. The
requirement is therefore for these applications to
exchange with existing data that has been
collected during a production and also material that
may be in the archive. The existing hardware used
in broadcasting has used SDI cabling and Rec 601
to achieve this for many years and if software is to
successfully replace this we must retain a similar
choice of subsystem.

Team Working
Teams make most productions and so in Desktop
Production we expect many team members to be
able to browse, search and even roughly edit
Web: http://www.bbc.co.uk/rd/

programmes together. Final finishing is still
expected to remain a craft process, but all the
preparation would be available on line. Our concept
is that computer servers would finally replace the
need to copy tapes. Although video editing on
modest PCs has become commonplace, the
material is not shared and we need an enterprise
approach to ensure interoperability.

Networks
In order to allow access to the material being
edited, the performance of the network will have to
be significantly greater than that required for IT
based applications. Video typically takes up to one
hundred times more bandwidth and storage space
and so to successfully implement our goal we must
be able to specify, and guarantee, a network with
this performance. We are doing extensive
investigations to measure and characterise the real
performance of network architectures. We have
invested in appropriate test equipment and
simulation equipment to make measurements so
that expensive mistakes are not made rolling the
solutions enterprise wide.

Storage
Computer hard drives get bigger and cheaper
every year, but even so the demands of video
processing still require a significant expense. This
is particularly true in a production workgroup where
many people may access the facilities
simultaneously.

Architectures
Even with the rapid increase in network speed and
reduction in storage costs, it will not be possible to
connect everyone in the BBC to all the material all
the time. We therefore have proposed a workgroup
architecture that isolates one production team, and
the technology they use, from others. There is
some data that is common to all BBC departments
that must be accessible to all, and we are
investigating web methods to allow, for low
bandwidth applications, the BBC to be joined up.

Contact: David.Rayers@rd.bbc.co.uk

Email: info@rd.bbc.co.uk
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Difference Keying
What is Difference Keying?
Difference Keying is a technique to provide
chroma-key style effects, such as mixing real and
virtual objects in a picture, but without having to
use a blue or green screen.
The system works by capturing a reference image
of the scene before the presenter walks in. The
incoming video signal is then constantly compared
with this reference to identify areas of difference,
from which a key signal can be produced. Parts of
the image that match the memorised background
can be replaced with any background image you
like. The only proviso is that the background must
remain static - no sudden lighting changes or
waving trees!

Figure 1. Background Reference

Open Day demonstration
The difference keying approach allows almost any
stationary background scene to be used as if it
were a chroma-key background. For example, a
weather map could be keyed behind a presenter
simply standing in front of a wall without the need
for any complex set-up.

Figure 2. Foreground Picture

Alternatively the difference keyer could be used
outside to allow keying-in of virtual objects on
location.
Difference-keying is not a trivial process, because
there are potential pitfalls, including:
• lighting changes
• foreground and reference areas that happen to
have the same colour and brightness
• effects of shadows being cast
Figure 3. Generated key signal

The R&D system on show incorporates several
features to provide solutions to these problems.
Though the demo currently runs on a PC and is
unable to process at full frame rate, we are
planning to build a real-time hardware system in
the next year.

Contact: graham.thomas@rd.bbc.co.uk

Figure 4. Real scene with virtual object

Web: http://www.bbc.co.uk/rd/

Email: info@rd.bbc.co.uk
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Digital Radio Cameras
Digital radio camera demonstration
The demonstration shows the R&D digital radio
camera operating freely in the Cedar Room as
might be used, for example, to report the Open
Days event. Live reports can be obtained from
anywhere within the room without any cables
causing a trip hazard.

Get closer to the action
A radio camera is a television camera with a
compact transmitter attached. It allows close-up
pictures at events for exciting live broadcasts
without dragging a heavy cable behind. Digital
operation provides a stable clear picture under a
wide range of operating conditions.
Digital systems developed at BBC R&D, based on
experience gained through the development of
digital TV, have been in operational service over
the last two years providing memorable close-up
pictures at events such as the Golden Jubilee,
Commonwealth Games, Remembrance Ceremony
and the Wimbledon tennis finals. BBC News often
use digital radio cameras for live breaking news
reports, where the ability to avoid cabling across
streets to the satellite uplink van is providing an
immediate operational benefit.

Cameraback transmitter

The signal from the cameraback transmitter is
picked up by an antenna located at the
demonstration stand and sent to a receiver to
reproduce the original pictures for display on a
monitor and for distribution to other Open Days
demonstrations.
The camera transmits its signal using the DVB-T
format, as used for digital TV. The rugged
performance of digital radio cameras is largely due
to the inherent immunity of DVB-T to noise and
interference.

Try out the demonstration DVD on the Open Days
stand to see examples of the digital radio camera
in operation during broadcasts.
The BBC R&D digital radio camera is now available
commercially through BBC Vecta.
Receiver
Web: http://www.bbc.co.uk/rd/

Email: info@rd.bbc.co.uk
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The demonstration system consists of:

Receiver
antenna

camera

transmitter

headend

interface
adapter

video
receiver
audio

The demonstration system
Cameraback transmitter
The transmitter is built into a dockable housing to
attach to the television camera via an
interchangeable camera interface adaptor. The
housing contains a video coder, two DVB-T
modulators, audio interface, tuning controller and a
transmit power amplifier.
The signal from the camera is first converted in the
adaptor into the industry-standard serial digital
interface (SDI) signal, and then coded to form a
DVCPRO signal to reduce the data rate in the
signal from 270 Mbits/s to 25 Mbits/s.
Uncompressed digital audio (two-channels) is
added then the signal is split into two data streams,
each at 18 Mbits/s and sent to one of a pair of
digital modulators, where it is converted into a
DVB-T signal. The signal is translated directly to
the transmission frequency using an I/Q
upconverter and a low-noise frequency synthesisor
controlled via the tuning controller. The signals
from each modulator are separated by 8 MHz and
are combined at the power amplifier connected to
the antenna.

In the receiver, the signals from the headend are
first split for internal use and to feed other
receivers, when several radio cameras are sharing
a receive antenna. The internal signal is split and
sent to one of a pair of tuners to select each of the
pair of transmitted DVB-T signals. Each selected
signal is then demodulated using a DVB-T set-top
box chip jointly developed by BBC R&D and LSI
Logic. Each data stream is then combined in an
interface card for the video decoder. The combined
data stream is sent to a DVCPRO decoder where
the original video and audio signals are produced
and made available as SDI format video and
AES/EBU format digital audio for programme use.
These signals are also converted into analogue
formats for local monitoring.
The receiver is controlled via a simple display and
set of four push buttons. A comprehensive
operating menu system is provided, including a
range of useful monitoring and control facilities.

Technical summary
Transmit frequency band:
Transmit bandwidth:
Modulation format:

Video coding:
Video bit rate:
Video delay:
Audio coding:
Transmit power:
Receiver sensitivity:

2.38 – 2.68 GHz
16 MHz
Twin DVB-T ensembles
2k nominal carriers
64-QAM
½-rate error code
DVCPRO
25 Mbits/s
100 ms
16-bit PCM
100 mW
-82 dBm

Headend
The headend is needed to boost the received
signal at the antenna allowing the receiver to be
placed in a more convenient location. Before
amplification, the received signal is first
downconverted to the VHF band (where the signal
loss in the cable to the receiver is lower) thus
allowing a longer cable to be used. The amount of
amplification at the headend can be adjusted to suit
the cable run length to the receiver. A headend can
be used to receive up to six digital radio cameras
simultaneously.

Web: http://www.bbc.co.uk/rd/

Commonwealth Games Opening Ceremony screenshot

Contact: john.zubrzycki@rd.bbc.co.uk

Email: info@rd.bbc.co.uk
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Digital Radio in the UK
UK Digital Radio
•
•
•

2 National Multiplexes: BBC and Digital One
Various Local Multiplexes
Digital only stations

BBC Digital Radio
•
•

•
•

The BBC DAB network has been on air
since 1995
The BBC national multiplex configuration
currently contains the following services:
- Radio 1
- Radio 2
- Radio 3
- Radio 4
- Radio 5 Live
- Radio 5 Live Sports Extra
- BBC 6 Music
- 1xtra - BBC
- BBC World Service
- BBC Asian Network
- BBC 7
- Test BBC Guide
- BBC Vision Radio
- BBC Travel

Band III single frequency network on
225.648 MHz
Covers 60% of the UK population,
increasing to 85% by the end of 2004

Digital Radio Receiver Testing
BBC R&D provides a free independent
receiver testing service for manufacturers of
DAB receivers to support their own in-house
testing. This service aims to ensure that the
features the BBC wish to use are correctly
supported and that the features included in the
receivers are compliant to the DAB
specification. The results of testing are
confidential between the BBC and the
organisation requesting the service.
Contact: Peter Stevens
dab.rx.test@rd.bbc.co.uk

Web: http://www.bbc.co.uk/rd/

Email: info@rd.bbc.co.uk
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Digital Radio Receivers
Hi-fi Tuners
•

These are hi-fi components or ‘separates’
that plug into an existing hi-fi system. In
addition to DAB (some in both Band III and
L-Band) are capable of receiving FM/AM as
well.

In-car Radios
•

DAB in-car radios generally consist of a
digital radio head unit – either CD or
cassette with an FM/AM radio. The latest
models are single box designs.

Portables
•

These contain internal speakers and may
be either mains or battery powered. In
addition to DAB (some in both Band III and
L-Band) are capable of receiving FM/AM as
well. Additional features are present in
some receivers.

Personal
•

The personal DAB receivers are truly
portable, requiring earpieces to listen to the
audio. In addition to DAB some are capable
of receiving FM/AM as well. Additional
features are present in some receivers.

Digital Radio on a PC
•

‘Plug and Play’ DAB Receiver on a PCI
Card for use within a Personal Computer.
Listen without internet charges. Access data
services such as the BBC Vision Radio.

Web: http://www.bbc.co.uk/rd/

Email: info@rd.bbc.co.uk
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Digital Radio Mondiale — DRM
DRM — what's it about?
DRM is the system for digital broadcasting on all
frequencies below 30 MHz (LF, MF and HF). It has
been developed by a world-wide consortium which
brings broadcasters (large and small) together with
transmitter operators, research institutes and
receiver,
transmitter
and
semiconductor
manufacturers.

We have also added this board inside an AOR
7030 ‘enthusiasts’ LF-HF receiver.
We are exploring further collaborations with
manufacturers, with the intention of assuring the
timely bringing to market of affordable mass-market
receivers.

Broadcast infrastructure

The system has been fully specified and has formal
approval from ETSI, IEC and ITU-R.

Receivers alone are not enough — we also need
all the steps in the broadcast chain, from studio to
transmitter.

The advantage of using the frequencies below
30 MHz is that the signals can propagate over
longer distances than the near line-of-sight
behaviour of VHF and UHF. The disadvantage is
that sky-wave propagation is disturbed by multipath
and fading which limit the attractiveness of presentday analogue AM broadcasts. DRM is designed to
cope with the impaired propagation and delivers
higher audio quality.

A key part of this is the means of distribution, which
in DRM handles more than simply audio. Several
forms of data are needed too. Some is intended for
presentation to the listener (e.g. station name, text
message). Some is for the receiver to assist its
operation (e.g. alternative-frequency lists). Finally
some is intended for the transmitter alone and is
never broadcast (e.g. information enabling the
transmitter to operate in a synchronised network).

DRM is thus of particular interest to BBC World
Service which needs to serve audiences in other
countries who have the choice of listening to local
broadcasts (often using FM).

We are heavily involved in specifying the DRM
distribution interface, called DRM-DI. We have
verified the first elements of this in PC software,
both generating and decoding the signal.

What part is BBC R&D playing?

The next step was to develop a modulator that
accepts DI input, together with the output of a GPS
receiver as a time- and frequency reference, and
delivers a correctly-synchronised DRM waveform.
For the present this output is produced as a
complex baseband signal to feed a proprietary
(Thales) synthesiser. Future work will add radiofrequency outputs to drive a transmitter directly and
then explore correction of transmitter deficiencies.

BBC R&D has been involved from the beginning,
playing a very active rôle in the development and
field-testing of the standard for the radiated signal.
We see our task as trying to ensure that all the
necessary elements in the broadcasting chain will
be in place for when the BBC World Service wants
to use DRM.
The standard itself is the first essential; beyond that
the key elements are receivers and broadcast
infrastructure.

Receivers
We first developed a professional monitoring
receiver that has enabled us to take part in field
trials, logging extensive data. The know-how
gained by developing this is now being transferred
to help the introduction of affordable receivers.
Our know-how is also growing: we have developed
frequency-diversity reception to exploit multifrequency networks, MFNs.
We have joined with Coding Technologies and
AFG of Germany to produce a batch-produced
concept demonstrator of a consumer radio — the
world’s first! We designed the ‘digital’ board of this
receiver, as a derivative of our ‘professional’ one.
Web: http://www.bbc.co.uk/rd/

Our exhibits
We are showing various receivers, with off-air
reception of DRM. For much of the day, signals will
be available from remote sites. In addition, we have
a low-power local test transmission in the 26 MHz
band which also serves as part of a demonstration
of key elements in the distribution chain. When
operational constraints permit, the local transmitter
will be operated together with that at Rampisham
as part of a synchronised network with which to
demonstrate frequency-diversity reception.
We gratefully acknowledge the assistance of VT
Merlin, in particular the staff of Rampisham
Transmitting Station.

Contact: Jonathan.Stott@rd.bbc.co.uk

Email: info@rd.bbc.co.uk
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Diversity Reception for Digital Radio Cameras

Digital radio camera receivers being set up for three-way diversity reception
other structures blocking the signal from the
camera. This signal blocking is worse than
experienced with broadcast TV or radio because
radio cameras have to use much higher
transmission frequencies (in the microwave bands).
Diversity reception can be used to overcome this
problem by placing another receive antenna on the
other side of the obstructions.

Diversity reception
Diversity reception means picking up the signal
more than once, most often at alternative antenna
locations, such that if the signal is too badly
corrupted for the error-free reception at the first
site, then the signal at another site can be used
instead. The R&D digital radio camera receivers
are capable of being combined in a multiway
diversity reception system to suit the needs of a
wide variety of programme-making situations.

Signal corruption is still possible even where a
radio camera has a good line-of-sight transmission
path to the receive antenna due to flat fading from
short-delay reflections or from interference. In such
cases, having a second receive antenna covering
the same operating area provides belt-and-braces
reception ruggedness.

Although digital radio cameras have been proven
to be much more rugged than analogue versions,
when there is an occasional break in transmission
due to interference or the signal becoming blocked,
the effect is dramatic, perhaps causing the picture
to break-up into blocks, freeze frame or to go black.
Such impairments are highly undesirable and so
must be minimised to allow radio cameras to gain a
wider acceptance amongst programme-makers.

Diversity reception demonstration
The demonstration shows a two-way diversity
reception set up using two antennas placed on the
roof of the Kingwood Warren mansion allowing an
R&D digital radio camera to operate on the lawns
outside.

The usual solution to improve reception
ruggedness is to increase the transmission power.
However this is often not the answer because
many of the problems are caused by walls and

antenna

antenna

camera

transmitter
headend

headend
interface adaptor

diversity
receiver

diversity
connections

master
receiver

video
audio

Demonstration system
Web: http://www.bbc.co.uk/rd/

Email: info@rd.bbc.co.uk
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The demonstration set up is shown in the block
diagram on the front page. Each receive antenna is
connected to a headend and then to its own
receiver. The signal from the diversity receiver is
passed to the master receiver along with an error
flag. The master receiver uses a diversity decision
circuit to switch between its own signal and the
other receiver to maintain error-free reception,
where possible.
Any receiver can be used as a master or a diversity
receiver. Extra receivers can be connected
together in a ‘daisy-chain’ to achieve the required
coverage reliability. Each receiver in the chain
decides between its own signal and its upstream
neighbour in the chain, and then passes the
chosen signal to the next receiver downstream,
which, in turn, makes its own diversity decision.
A front-panel display on each receiver shows the
state of the diversity switch to help set up the
system. Some care is needed in setting up any
diversity system because the self-healing
properties of diversity reception can mask a faulty
antenna, cable etc. Therefore each receive position
should be checked separately.

Example of diversity reception in use
Diversity reception was used during the 2002 BBC
Proms for a live broadcast by a presenter while
moving through the Royal Albert Hall. During, the
interval in the concert, the presenter started talking
to the radio camera while standing on the stage,
and then she started walking off-stage into a
curved backstage corridor while still talking to

Open Days 2003
camera (see diagram below). The presenter ended
the walk at a doorway off the corridor where she
interviewed two musicians.

antenna 1

START

stage
antenna
2
(not to scale)
path

o f ra

dio

antenna
3

corridor
ca m

er a

END

interview
position

Plan view of part of the Royal Albert Hall showing
the route of a live 2002 BBC Proms broadcast
Particular difficulties were that the corridor was
curved, so limiting line-of-sight transmission, it was
full of people, potentially causing path blocking,
and that the ceiling was low, risking picture breakup due to flat fading.
Three-way diversity was rigged with one antenna in
the auditorium and two antennas in the corridor,
placed to cover the route of the presenter’s walk.
The live interview worked perfectly, as can been
seen in one of the example clips on the DVD
available to play on the demonstration stand. Also
on the DVD is a camcorder recording taken during
the transmission, showing that the corridor was
crowded and cramped

Screenshot of 2002 Proms live backstage broadcast with insert showing the digital radio camera
Contact: john.zubrzycki@rd.bbc.co.uk

Web: http://www.bbc.co.uk/rd/

Email: info@rd.bbc.co.uk

Isadore Diversity Receiver
The BBC's “Isadore” DVB-T receiver is a complete portable
diversity TV receiver, for digital terrestrial television.
Engineers at BBC R&D Department have developed the Isadore
receiver to investigate the benefits of using diversity for portable
indoor reception in areas of weak signal strength, and in mobile
DVB-T applications.
The Isadore receiver incorporates dual UHF tuners and dual
demodulation to exploit the diversity combining feature of the
LSI64782 COFDM demodulator chip. Following MPEG
decoding, the video is displayed on the receiver's 10.4” LCD
screen. This provides the opportunity for an entirely digital

The receiver incorporates its own internal batteries, providing
over an hour of portable operation, or, in the case of mobile
measurements, can be operated directly from a vehicle's 12V
electrical supply.
As well as operating as a full-function TV, the receiver can
provide broadcast quality digital video and audio outputs for
connection to an external video monitor and loudspeakers.
Alternatively, the receiver can operate simply as a diversity
demodulator, and provide an ASI MPEG transport stream

BBC Research & Development
www.bbc.co.uk/rd

tuner 1

demodulator
1

tuner 2

demodulator
2

MPEG
decoder

LCD
display

Isadore receiver block diagram (above) showing diversity
combination via LSI 64782 demodulator chips (below).

Main features:
• Based on the LSI 64782
DVB-T chip

• Configurable to all modulation
options in DVB-T specification

• Supports dual-antenna diversity
based on soft-decision combining

• BER outputs: numeric display
on front panel, plus ASCII on
RS-232 remote terminal connector

• SDI video, AES audio, ASI MPEG
transport stream digital output
options
• Composite video and audio
analogue outputs

• Built-in 10.4" LCD screen

For more information contact:
richard.evans@rd.bbc.co.uk
justin.mitchell@rd.bbc.co.uk

Kingswood Warren,
Tadworth, Surrey
KT20 6NP
UK
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Electronic Cinema
General Introduction
With Lucasfilm’s release of Star Wars 2, interest in
electronic cinema has been kick-started. This film
was made in high definition and many believe it
looked much better projected electronically than
the conventional film-release version. Access to the
high definition transmissions of a couple of World
Cup football games allowed invited audiences at
BBC Television Centre to enjoy the games on a big
screen in a cinema-like environment as many more
will enjoy sport in the future.
Electronic cinema projectors are developing fast.
But the Hollywood Studios are hoping that the
research laboratories of the major manufacturers
will give them even better resolution and colour
reproduction. They want cinemas to offer a
distinctly different experience from home cinema
systems that use consumer displays and high
definition digital video discs when they are
available.
Meanwhile, we are engaging with the major
international organisations that are specifying and
developing electronic cinema systems to be sure
that the BBC will be able to exploit these to bring its
programmes and live events to new (cinema)
audiences in the United Kingdom and around the
world.

considerations that limit the current size of arrays to
2K mirrors per row.

A pair of micro-mirrors (graphics by TI)
Camera technology is currently based on 720 and
1080 line HD equipment although the studios are
considering more than 1000 lines.
The figure illustrates a new super HD camera build
around a single 8 megapixel CCD sensor which
has green red and blue filters printed over
individual pixels rather like an electronic stills
camera.

The Technology of e-Cinema
The projector being used for the presentations is a
smaller version of that used when electronic
projection is installed in a major cinema. It has a
resolution of 1280 pixels in each row. The number
of rows of pixels depends on the aspect ratio of the
film; for “Star Wars 2” it would be less than 600
since no anamorphic lens is being used. Hence
the resolution of the projector is lower than what
Hollywood Studios expect to be used in future.
This projector uses the “Digital Micro-mirror”
technology branded by TI as DLP. Each red, green
and blue pixel is formed using a very small mirror
that momentarily tilts to reflect light towards the
screen – the longer it tilts, the brighter the pixel. A
block of two mirrors is shown diagrammatically in
the figure.
Many more micro-mirrors could be formed into
bigger blocks. However, design and construction
costs and yields are some of the practical
Web: http://www.bbc.co.uk/rd/

A prototype super HD cinema camera

(graphics

by DALSA)

Contact: mike.croll@rd.bbc.co.uk
richard.salmon@rd.bbc.co.uk

Email: info@rd.bbc.co.uk
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Floorman
The personal portable wireless picture monitor
The idea
Floorman is a new concept for television
production. It is a miniature cable-free picture
monitor, which allows the Director, the Floor
Manager, or any member of the production
team to view the shot from any camera
wherever they are on the studio floor.
Any video signal can be shown on Floorman,
including the latest wireless cameras, the
output from the production gallery, VT
playback, the scrolling text from the
teleprompter, and the live network feed.
Multiple channels can be combined on screen
via the mosaic feature so that the user can
view several camera channels simultaneously.
This means that key staff can interact with the
studio crew and the performers face-to-face,
whilst still being able to monitor all of the
camera shots and video feeds.
Floorman can also carry multiple audio
channels – such as production talkback,
individual microphone channels, and network
audio, which are output on a headphone
socket.
There is no limit to the number of Floorman
handheld receivers that can be operated
simultaneously. Everyone can view their own
preferred channel - so while the Director is
viewing the shot from camera 3, the Floor
Manager can be checking that the autocue is
ready to roll.

The picture and sound channels are of course
scrambled to prevent outsiders from
inadvertently receiving the signals, or even
deliberately snooping on programme makers.
The demonstration
The simple wired version of Floorman, which is
being demonstrated at this year’s Open Days,
is a quick proof-of-concept model, but it
illustrates the essential functionality which
would be achieved in a wireless version.
In particular, it shows how easy it is to use.
Floorman features very simple and intuitive
user controls - one button per video channel.
The future
BBC R&D has played a key roll in developing
this wireless technology, through chip
development and receiver design.
It is expected that a fully functional wireless
Floorman will be completed by the end of
2003. This should be sufficiently small and
lightweight that it can be clipped onto a belt or
carried over the shoulder.

The technology
Floorman is based on the same established
technology that delivers Freeview (Digital
Terrestrial Television) to the home. The
pictures are MPEG encoded, and COFDM
transmission is used to ensure reliable
reception anywhere in the studio.

Artists impression of a Floorman receiver

But Floorman is not just for use within the
studio. It is just as useful at multi-camera
location shoots, and outside broadcasts.

For further details contact:
richard.evans@rd.bbc.co.uk

Web: http://www.bbc.co.uk/rd/
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Freeview – choice of transmission mode

Freeview is the new digital terrestrial television
(DTT) service for the UK, launched on 30th
October 2002. Following the collapse of ITV Digital,
the Independent Television Commission awarded
three DTT licences to the BBC and Crown Castle.
All services on these multiplexes are now free –
there are no subscription costs. The only cost is a
one-off payment for the adapter box or integrated
television set.

integrated digital televisions (iDTVs) to confirm that
they would be capable of operating in the proposed
new mode with a minimum of intervention by the
users. Fig. 1 shows the results of one such set of
tests, and as can be seen, the majority required no
intervention, whilst a few needed either to be reset
(by simply changing channels, or by switching off
and on again) or at worst to be "re-scanned". The
full details of the results of these tests were
published in BBC R&D White Paper No. 29
(available from our web-site).

At the launch of Freeview, a number of technical
changes were made to the transmission
parameters used for the BBC and Crown Castle
multiplexes in order to improve the reliability of
reception of the service. One of the key technical
changes was the decision to change transmission
mode. ITV digital had used the 64-QAM rate 2/3
mode for maximum data capacity, but Freeview
wanted to use 16-QAM rate 3/4, which gives less
capacity, but is more rugged against all types of
impairments.

Next a whole series of laboratory tests were
conducted to determine whether the predicted
improvement in RF performance was achieved with
real domestic equipment. The tests included
Gaussian noise, co-channel and adjacent channel
PAL, echoes and impulsive interference. Examples
of the results of two such tests are shown in Figs. 2
and 3. The overwhelming conclusion from these
tests was that the predicted improvements were
achieved with domestic equipment. For more
details see BBC R&D White Paper No. 56.

Choice of transmission mode

Finally BBC R&D participated in a series of live
transmission tests to confirm that the measured
benefits were replicated in the realistic receiving
environments in people's homes.

Background

BBC R&D carried out a considerable amount of
research to confirm that this decision was
technically sound. This work involved firstly testing
a wide range of existing set-top boxes and

Re-scan required

[Continued overleaf…]
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Figure 1 Results of tests of action required following a mode change

Web: http://www.bbc.co.uk/rd/
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These tests were coordinated by the Digital
Television Group (DTG), which published the full
results (see DTG Monograph No. 7), but the
summary conclusion was that once again the
benefits of changing transmission mode were
indeed realised in practice.
The overall conclusion from all the work conducted
by BBC R&D is that the new modes do indeed
provide significantly more rugged reception. In
many viewers' houses, this will mean a noticeable
improvement in the reliability of reception of the
Freeview services, with picture break-ups largely or
completely eliminated.

From this sound set of technical work, in which
BBC R&D played a key part, Freeview was able to
launch using the new transmission mode confident
that the benefits would be seen in terms of
improved reception. As a result of this, and all of
the other aspects of the new Freeview service, the
launch has proved highly successful, with over
500,000 new adapters sold in the first 5 months, in
addition to the former ITV digital receivers. It is now
believed that Freeview is available in over 1.5
million homes throughout the UK.
Contact: chris.nokes@rd.bbc.co.uk
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Web: http://www.bbc.co.uk/rd/
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High Definition Television
General
Some high definition channels are now being
launched in Europe. BBC Partners elsewhere in
the world would like to acquire more material in a
high definition format. To meet this demand there
are a growing number of outside broadcast vans
and production facilities with high-definition
capability available to the European programme
maker. There has even been an early sighting of
the first consumer camcorder in a high definition
format! High definition formats are growing rapidly
in importance and we can confidently predict that
they will be used much more frequently for delivery
to the consumer.
Our efforts are mainly focused on training and
assisting those less familiar with high definition kit
to set up cameras to reliably achieve products with
high production values. We have paid special
attention to ensuring our directors of photography
understand how to adjust new high definition
cameras to give quality results, and, if so desired,
to shoot in a way that the product looks like film
rather than an electronic camera.
The development of high definition has required us
to be more promiscuous in our attitude to television
standards. Whilst conventional television uses 625
lines, interlaced (or 525 in the United States) there
is no fixed standard in use for high definition. The
1080-line interlace and progressive standards have
become dominant in the production and postproduction environments, but other progressive
standards are applied in acquisition, as in the 720line progressive variable-frame rate camera. Our
own video compression work has shown this format
is well suited to delivery; and we can expect new
consumer acquisition and delivery equipment to
use this standard. We (in collaboration with the
Natural History Unit in Bristol ) have also explored
the use of new electronic megapixel stills cameras
and found them able to produce time-lapse
photography that can be scaled and sequenced to
achieve good programme sequences.

Demonstrations on the two displays:

It is also showing HD pictures from a new domestic
HD camcorder.
The other HD plasma is showing
upconverted standard definition images.

some

The displays
Both plasma displays are W-XGA resolution and
have 768 rows of 1280 RGB triplets. They have
circuits that convert the 1080 line HD signals for
display.

The converter
The converter is being demonstrated as an
upconverter for film-like images at 25 frames per
second.
It was constructed at R&D to convert archive “1250
line” HD recordings to the new 720 and 1080 line
formats. However, it was found convenient to
include upconversion from “625 lines” in both video
and film modes.
It is constructed on a single board.

The single-board converter

Contact:mike.croll@rd.bbc.co.uk
richard.salmon@rd.bbc.co.uk
richard.russell@rd.bbc.co.uk

One HD plasma screen shows a selection of
programmes recently produced in HD by the BBC.

Web: http://www.bbc.co.uk/rd/
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Management of Electronic Programme Guides using SID
SID starts with raw unauthorised schedule data
from a variety of different business systems in the
BBC and produces authorised information to
support electronic programme guides (EPGs) and
real-time triggering of services. A schedule
contains lists of programme items for a given
channel, day and region/nation. The EPG
information consists of at least ten days of
published programme guide details, in addition to
Now and Next triggers and iBar information. The
Now and Next triggers are pointers to previously
delivered programme content for Now and Next
displays and personal video recorders. The service
control information includes switching channels on
and off for time-exclusive services.

1 SID Demonstration
The demonstration shows the next generation of
SID clients loading, editing and distributing
schedules and sending instant updates to multiple
clients. The demonstration also shows how the
users of SID will be able to author the schedule,
inputting the minimum amount of information.
There is a display of satellite and terrestrial
receivers displaying live EPG and now/next
information. There is also a display of SID’s
architecture, which includes a distributed
application
server
running
processes
interconnected by middleware.

information across entire schedules. Users can
communicate with each other by writing short
messages that are attached to programme items,
schedules, or the entire system.
SID incorporates different security roles that control
each user's access level to the system. Searching
and intelligent indexing of previous EPG entries
within SID allows the EPG unit to maximise their
use of the EPG archives. SID has easily
configurable formatted displays that show the
behaviour of various set top boxes so that the EPG
unit can see how the EPG looks on the viewer's
screen.
The design of SID makes it easy to take input from
new sources, and to deliver schedule or trigger
data to new destinations. SID manages the issues
regarding data delivery that is specific to each
operator and platform (there is no ‘open standard’).
SID also manages the difference between the
BBC's days and the schedule structure specified by
the destination (e.g. calendar day, different billed
day start and end times etc.) including daylight
savings time management. SID monitors the
destination systems to check that the data arrived
successfully, was interpreted satisfactorily and was
acknowledged. SID reports any errors so that
action can be taken if necessary and provides a
logging facility.
SID provides a website on the BBC intranet that
allows the schedules to be browsed and the status
of the system to be monitored. This is located at:
http://www.sid.tv.bbc.co.uk/

2 SID Operations
SID provides a consistent marketing viewpoint for
the BBC on programme information for the end
viewer. The EPG Unit (which is part of BBC
Broadcast Ltd.) uses a SID graphical user
interface, to input and to verify EPG data. SID
provides the ability to view and edit programme
data such as genre classifications and parental
rating. It allows the EPG Unit to specify certain
common patterns and fill in data automatically
when these are recognised. It permits linking
schedule items as linked lists or linked groups. It
also provides workflow management tools that
allow the users to track the status of any given
programme item and to summarise the status
Web: http://www.bbc.co.uk/rd/

Editing an Electronic Programme Guide using SID
Email: info@rd.bbc.co.uk
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3 The next phase of SID
The next major version of SID will include changes
to the underlying system and the user's graphical
interface. The design goal is system flexibility. The
components include an Oracle database,
application servers and clients. Open standards are
used wherever applicable.
The new SID gives a generic, platform-independent
interface to clients. It has been designed so that
changes to the schedule logic and data storage
format do not impact on clients, and that the
storage format is easily expandable.
The improvements to SID include the ability to edit
a hierarchical schedule structure that can
incorporate opt-outs based on region and platform.
This schedule representation for opt-outs is
efficient and can be expanded to the traditional
'linear' schedule, i.e. an ordered list of items. The
schedule structure can include complex instructions
capturing the intent of the scheduler e.g. it will be
possible to specify repeating items in which each
item is entered only for the first instance. Further
into the future, non-time based schedules can be
edited, e.g. internet streaming schedules. These
might specify time limits for streamed services, for
instance.
SID incorporates a display that shows programmes
along a horizontal time axis in proportion to their
duration. The timeline and schedule list are
synchronised so that both highlight the same
selected schedule item. Users are able to edit a
schedule using the timeline display by selecting a

specific programme on the timeline and dragging it
to a preferred location in time. The timeline also
provides users with a useful way of viewing optouts within a schedule. Opt-outs are displayed as
separate rows in the timeline.
SID enables distributed working. Different clients
are able to view and modify the same schedule
concurrently, each being updated with all changes
instantly. This means that every user will see an up
to date view of the system, unobstructed by out of
date caches. It also means that failures in the
network or clients do not result in a significant loss
of data.
The architecture for the next phase of SID is shown
below and consists of an n-tier system, where the
tiers are the database, the servers and the clients.
The client may be a GUI, web page, trigger engine
or exporter. The clients connect to the system
using the session creator. The session creator
enables the client access the servers using a
session that is hosted by the session manager. The
schedule server reads the hierarchical schedule
information from the database and caches the
schedule data for use by the rest of the system.
The schedule controller performs load balancing
between the schedule servers. The transaction
server provides unique transaction identification so
that a client can match up responses received from
servers with the original request. The user privilege
manager maintains user roles and privileges.
Contact: Phil Layton email: phil.layton@rd.bbc.co.uk
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MixTV
Mixed Reality in Future Production
The goal is to enhance and innovate BBC
broadcast productions by using Mixed Reality
Technologies in various genres.

What is it?
The MixTV system, can in real time:
• Merge real and virtual elements
• Work in a conventional studio or outdoor
production
• Allow free movement and zooming of the
camera
• Allow interaction with virtual elements

Figure 1. MixTV production with Peter Snow

How does it work?
•
•
•
•
•

Markers are tracked in real time and
replaced by virtual elements
The virtual elements are merged with the
live video image
Animations are triggered by bringing two
markers together
Mask layers are generated using the alpha
channel
Transitions from real to virtual camera and
video walls

Figure 2. Use of chroma-key patterns

Figure 3. Pattern is tracked and substituted by 3D
Landscape

Figure4. Set up for Mixed Reality production in a
conventional studio
Contact: vali.lalioti@rd.bbc.co.uk

Web: http://www.bbc.co.uk/rd/projects/MixTV

Email: info@rd.bbc.co.uk

Broadcast Productions
Conventional Studio or outdoor productions can
use a standard PC and any studio quality camera.
One example is the WarBoard production that
shows possible ways to communicate and analyse
news of a country in conflict to our viewers.

Figure 5. Live Video of remote Correspondent in the 3D
Landscape
Figure 6. Pattern is tracked and substituted by virtual
elements on top and below real elements.

Interactive Productions
Hands-on productions can use a standard PC and
a web camera. These can be productions for road
shows, for the web and for proof of concept.
Euro Table
This interactive production shows ways of
communicating financial data to our viewers to
inform and entertain.

Sports Demos
These interactive productions show ways that sport
commentators can use MixTV for sports technique and
strategy analysis.

Figure 8. Virtual Wembley on presenter’s hand.

Figure 7. European landmarks on tracked patterns.

Web: http://www.bbc.co.uk/rd/projects/MixTV
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MXF & AAF file formats
Standard professional file formats for material and editing metadata
Introduction
Desktop Production will rely on the widespread use
of common, standard file formats to interchange
programme source material and related edit
metadata. BBC R&D has been actively engaged in
developing two related formats to provide a
solution for this.

•
•

MXF

MXF & AAF compliance testing

•
•
•
•
•

Material eXchange Format
Used for transferring source material & finished
programmes between computers, VTRs and
cameras
Developed by Pro-MPEG Forum & AAF
Association and supported by major broadcast
manufacturers
Designed to inter-work with AAF format
Standardised as SMPTE 377M – 394M

•
•
•

To interoperate successfully, MXF & AAF devices
need to implement the standards completely and
correctly
•
•
•

AAF
•
•

•

Advanced Authoring Format
Used for transferring source material & work in
progress between different computer based
editing tools
Gives the BBC a choice of editing tools
Developed by AAF Association and supported
by major post-production & IT manufacturers
Software development kit available

How can MXF & AAF work together?

Source material is stored in MXF
Editing tools access material in MXF and
interchange editing metadata in AAF
Finished programme is created in MXF

•

Compliance test suites and file verifying tools
can be used to check the implementation of
MXF & AAF in a device
BBC R&D is developing these tools so that the
BBC can remain an informed buyer of systems
By participating in the groups defining these
standards, we can help the manufacturers
create compliant devices
By releasing this work as open source software,
the general MXF & AAF communities can
benefit from improved interoperability

How do you test for compliance?
•
•

A test suite of reference files checks the
reading capability of a device
A file verifier checks the writing capability of a
device

DEMONSTRATION

browse
editor

AAF transfer

MXF file

craft
editor

test
suite

MXF/AAF
file

device
under
test

MXF/AAF
files

file
verifier

MXF file

storage
MXF stream

VTR

Figure - Using MXF & AAF together

Web: http://www.bbc.co.uk/rd/

Figure – Testing for compliance
MXF stream

playout
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PAL decoding
Background
There are still many parts of the programme
production chain that use video signals in
composite PAL form, including some contribution
links. For example, most of the BBC's archive
material is in PAL form and must be decoded to
YUV components before re-use in today's digital
world.
The deficiencies of the PAL system are luminancechrominance cross-effects that appear either as
false colour in areas of fine luminance detail (crosscolour) or as false luminance dots on vertical
chrominance edges (cross-luminance). In the early
days of colour television cross-colour was not very
significant, as the resolution of source devices was
not high enough to cause it, but as the resolution of
devices improved, it became more of a problem.
These cross-effects will appear more obvious as
the size of displays increases, and may well
consume more bit rate in digital delivery.
Decoding PAL that is formed with a conventional
coder is much more difficult than decoding PAL
formed with a special coder, such as PALplus or
COM3. Yet that is the problem that faces us when
we have to deal with archive material.

using blocks of 32 pixels x 32 picture lines x 4
frames.
One feature of the decoder is that it is
"complementary". The PAL signal is filtered to
extract the modulated chrominance and this is then
subtracted from the PAL to obtain the luminance.
Hence nothing is lost and, were an improved
method of chrominance separation to be
developed, the decoded YUV could be re-coded to
PAL and then de-coded with the improved method.
As a result, it is unnecessary to keep the soon-tobe-obsolete PAL tape of the material, once
decoded with this decoder.
The principle of the decoder was first simulated on
a computer and simulation used to optimise the
design. Hardware was then built, based on the
software specification, and is being demonstrated
here. The basic hardware accepts PAL in serialdigital form and delivers components in Rec. 601
serial digital form. Alternatively, using an Interface
Unit, it accepts PAL in analogue or parallel digital
form and provides analogue RGB or YCbCr
outputs. Because of the three-dimensional (spatiotemporal) processing, the decoder has a delay from
input to output of 10 TV frames (400ms). An
associated audio delay is therefore required to
maintain lip-sync.

Until recently, the most promising methods of
decoding conventionally-coded PAL have relied on
using filters that combine the signals from many
adjacent
fields,
possibly
using
motion
measurement to adapt the filters. Using these
methods it is possible to decode special test
patterns perfectly, but the methods can still fail in
areas of fast-moving coloured objects, or fine
vertical colour detail. The result of failure, whilst not
always obvious in the decoded picture, can
become visible if the picture is then subjected to
effects such as geometrical manipulation, re-coded
to PAL and subsequently decoded a second time.

The demonstration

New PAL decoder

In this demonstration, we show the result of
decoding conventional PAL with a new decoder
that exploits the spectral symmetry of the
modulated U and V signals about their carriers. The
decoder works in the Fourier transform domain,

Contact: john.drewery@rd.bbc.co.uk
richard.russell@rd.bbc.co.uk
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Picture Quality Measurement for Digital Television
How is picture quality measured?
MPEG-2 video coding is used for emission coding
for all current digital television broadcasting. This
coding involves lossy compression. The extent to
which this degrades picture quality is dependant on
the nature and content of the pictures and the
amount of bit rate used.
Commercially available picture quality
measurement equipment can measure the level of
MPEG coding artefacts and of spatial and temporal
activity in the decoded video. These measurements
have been calibrated against perceived picture
quality with subjective tests to give an output based
on the ITU quality scale.
Whilst individual viewers may disagree with some
of the measurements given by equipment (such as
the R&S DVQ) they can give a repeatable and
representative guide to the quality of a particular
service over an extended period, e.g. many days.
They can also be used to quantify changes in
performance of an output coder when a change is
made to the signal chain feeding it.

Evaluating bit-rate scenarios
As part of the BBC’s work leading to the launch of
Freeview last autumn we evaluated the various
scenarios for allocating channels across the BBC’s
multiplexes. This was done by playing out video
material fully representative of each of the BBC’s
services (e.g BBC ONE, TWO, THREE, FOUR and
News 24) through our local statistical multiplexing
system whilst viewing and measuring the results.
The material was grouped into 30 minutes of easyto-code programming, typically film drama and
talking heads, and then 30 minutes of hard-to-code
video, typically busy wildlife documentary and lively
concert footage. When coded the results explore
the range of picture quality we might expect from
each scenario. This model had been validated
against measurements from one hundred, 30
minute segments of peak-time off-air
measurements.
One important model tested for DTT was carrying
five TV channels in one 18Mbit/s DTT multiplex.
Our lab measurements showed that this
configuration resulted in picture quality which would
be severely challenged. With all channels showing
easy-to-code the results might look generally
acceptable, but our model showed that if any

Web: http://www.bbc.co.uk/rd/

channel was showing hard-to-code material then
the pictures on all the channels in the statmux
bundle would be significantly compromised.
In addition to this lab-based experiment it was
decided to adjust the BBC’s existing DTT multiplex
in England to be able to demonstrate the effects of
this configuration to all the important BBC
stakeholders. The on-air experiment confirmed that
this scenario was unacceptable. Off-air
measurements correlated well with our predictions;
these along with recordings of our on-air
experiment were used to support the BBC’s joint
bid with CCI and Sky to the ITC for the DTT muxes
made vacant by the demise of ITV digital.

Measuring the impact of cascaded coding
Each process involved in the TV production chain
will have some effect on the quality of pictures
seen by the viewer. In particular, if several
generations of video compression are cascaded
then this can have an adverse effect on the picture
quality. Whilst it is impracticable to test all possible
combinations of cascading which can occur we
have made a start with testing the impact of those
scenarios which are most common:•

Sustaining feeds to the nations and regions

•

Server caching for playout

•

Video tape formats

•

PAL decoding techniques

We take a selection of programme material directly
from programme tapes and compare the visual and
measured quality when it is passed directly though
an emission coder against the same material via
the process under test. We have been able to
quantify the impact of many of these processes.
However, not all forms of picture degradation can
be accurately measured in this way. Any process
involving spatial or temporal low pass filtering can
result in pictures which are relatively easy to code
and give a higher measured quality but which look
soft or unnatural to the viewer. This means that
despite the availability of usable picture quality
measuring equipment all our results still need to be
verified by eye.
Contact:

mike.armstrong@rd.bbc.co.uk
nick.tanton@rd.bbc.co.uk
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Signing for the Deaf
Providing signing for television
For the pre-lingually deaf, sign language is a vital means
of communication. This was recognised in the 1996
Broadcasting Act which mandated the provision of deaf
signing on commercial digital terrestrial television
services and set a target of 5% of programmes after 10
years. The ITC regulates progress towards this target by
setting a gradually increasing quota (currently 2%)1.
Subtitling and audio description are similarly mandated
albeit to different quotas. The Communications Bill is
expected to extend some of these mandatory provisions
to DSAT and DCable. The Disability Discrimination Act
1995, part 3, also requires service providers to make
“reasonable adjustments” to services or provide ancillary
aids to enable disabled customers to access their
services.
Unfortunately, whereas subtitling and audio description
can be used and enjoyed by all television viewers,
signing is comprehensible only to those who know and
use sign language. For most viewers the presence of an
in-vision signer/interpreter is an unwanted distraction or
intrusion; corresponding viewer complaints regarding invision signing have been recorded by each of the public
service broadcasters. Signed programmes are therefore
often broadcast as re-versioned repeats at unsocial
times (e.g. after midnight), an approach which will
certainly become operationally unsustainable as quotas
increase.
A “closed” or elective system is therefore required which
will allow the viewer to select whether or not to see the
signer and which will enable the broadcaster freedom to
schedule signed programmes at times which suit the
deaf viewer - including at peak-time. This would provide
the user with more choice and could allow the relevant
quota to be increased within practicable bounds.

Signing demo 1
One of the two signing demos illustrates and compares
signing as it is currently delivered (“open”, in-vision) with
several possible approaches to providing a closed
signing service component. These are (a) vision-coding
a camera image of the signer using techniques such as
MPEG4 or H264 and (b) capturing the relevant motion of
the signer and using the motion data to drive a suitable
virtual-human or “avatar”.
You will be able to compare the picture quality of signer
images coded using MPEG-2 at around 500 & 750
kbits/s, MPEG-4 at between 200 & 300 kbits/s and H264
at below 200 kbits/s.

1

Although not currently regulated by the ITC, the BBC seeks
to match or exceed these targets.

Web: http://www.bbc.co.uk/rd/

As British Sign Language uses both manual and facial
expression the balance between bit-rate and picture
detail is very important – there is some evidence that
coding facial detail may benefit from emphasising spatial
accuracy whilst movement may be more important for
rendering the signer’s hands.
Each example represents current work in progress at
BBC R&D. The avatar signing sequence is derived from
signing captured of a BBC signer and formed part of the
output of the recent EU ViSiCAST project with which
BBC R&D collaborated.
Closed signing must at least provide the same quality of
service as open signing would. Ultimately the ability of
any practicable technique to deliver BSL to the deaf
viewer must be tested for its transparency to BSL - a rich
and living language – without linguistic constraints.

Signing demo 2
The second signing demo shows real-time decoding of
an MPEG-4 signing stream. We have developed a realtime MPEG-4 codec suitable for signing based around a
commercial software product from DICAS.
MPEG-4 has the particular merit of allowing vision
coding techniques to be applied to objects of arbitrary
shape. In this case only picture information within the
chroma-key outline of the signer is vision coded and
then associated with relatively frugal coded shape data.
The signing data has been real-time-coded (using the
same equipment) and recorded alongside the
programme video and sound onto a standard studio tape
format. With equipment developed by our group at BBC
R&D, the coded signing data has been embedded in
spare data capacity within the serial digital video signal
using open SMPTE standards. The resulting signal is
therefore compatible with most elements of the studio
and broadcast infrastructure.
For this demonstration the signing data is extracted,
decoded and superimposed on the vision signal in realtime.
In addition to showing that real-time MPEG-4 can be a
reality, we are thus also addressing the complete system
issues involved in authoring, playout and coding of any
prospective closed-signing solution.
Other possible uses for this spare data capacity within
the SDV signal include embedding triggers for timeimportant interactive data applications as for example
supporting a quiz etc..

Contact: nick.tanton@rd.bbc.co.uk
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Speech Recognition
Introduction
Both speech recognition and speech synthesis are
improving significantly and have reached a level of
performance where they can be used very
effectively in broadcasting. Although we are
exploring several areas in which the technology
can be applied, our demonstrations during the
Open Days focus on its benefits in subtitling.

Speech recognition for live subtitling
Roughly a quarter of the television programmes
that we broadcast have their subtitles created live
as the programme is transmitted. Traditionally,
such subtitling has been done by stenography,
using a special keyboard, based on phonetic
principles, to achieve typing speeds of up to 240
words per minute. This is a very skilled operation
and broadcast stenographers are in short supply.
Advances in speech recognition technology now
offer an alternative. For ‘speech subtitling’, the
subtitler first carefully trains a speech recogniser
with their voice; then, during the broadcast, listens
to the programme on headphones and re-speaks
the words into the recogniser. Because the
recogniser only hears the voice to which it has
been trained and the subtitler speaks clearly and in
a quiet environment, results can be obtained which
are comparable in accuracy to stenography.
At BBC R&D we have developed a live subtitling
system that allows subtitles to be created either by
using speech recognition or stenography. The
design offers the particular benefit of allowing
subtitlers to work on any broadcast service from
anywhere in the BBC, or even from home. Any
number of broadcast services can be catered for
(the BBC has nearly 30, including its regions), and
the routing is done automatically with its complexity
hidden from the subtitler, who just chooses a
service from a pop-up list of names.
When broadcasting long programmes, subtitlers
work as a team, each subtitling a small section of
the programme. If the team is not gathered in one
place, co-ordination of this becomes difficult. The
system therefore includes a facility for one subtitler
to hand over to another, ensuring a seamless
transfer of control whilst they are on-air.

Web: http://www.bbc.co.uk/rd/

Live subtitling is a broadcast-critical operation and
the same attention has been paid to reliability as
for the rest of the broadcast chain. This includes
sending separate subtitle streams to both the main
and reserve broadcast ‘chains’, with uninterrupted
operation if one fails and automatic reconnection
when it is restored.
The design of the system also makes it easy to
distribute the subtitles simultaneously to other
destinations. For example, the system offers the
facility of a plain text output of each service in real
time, for applications such as monitoring or
automatic indexing of programme content.

Creating live subtitles using speech recognition

At the Open Days, we are subtitling live television
transmissions at Kingswood Warren, using our
system. To do this, the subtitlers have a subtitling
workstation running on a networked PC and listen
to a feed of the programme sound, which, where
possible, is received via ISDN to avoid the delays
of the broadcast chain. Our subtitling software
uses the IBM ViaVoice speech recogniser and
formats its output into subtitles, which are displayed
in a preview window. The subtitler can change the
text colour to indicate different speakers and can
move the subtitles up and down to avoid important
areas of the picture, which they monitor off-air.
Our new live subtitling system is currently being
phased in throughout the BBC. With the versatility
that the design offers, we hope to achieve valuable
improvements in the efficiency of our live subtitling;
these savings will be crucial in helping to achieve
the BBC’s aim of subtitling all its output by 2008.

Email: info@rd.bbc.co.uk
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Script and metadata capture by voice
The same approach of re-speaking the programme
soundtrack can be used to create the script of a
programme. These are frequently required for postproduction work or programme sales but the nature
of many programmes means that a script may not
be available or it may only be for sections of the
programme.
With the success of using speech recognition for
live subtitling, we are applying the same technique
to create scripts by re-speaking the programme
content. However, in this case, we need to capture
more information, for example, scene details and
speaker names, in addition to the dialogue.
Our prototype application allows a programme to
be replayed from a video server, whilst the user
simultaneously dictates the programme dialogue
that they hear. As the dialogue moves between
actors, the user can press a key on the keyboard to
insert preset details for that actor into the script.
When an actor appears for the first time, the user
can pause the replay and enter the new details,
storing them on a programmable key.

Open Days 2003
‘LearnScript’: handling the plethora of
script formats
Where programme scripts are available, they may
not adhere to a standard layout on the page. This
may not seem to be a problem but making further
use of these scripts is difficult unless the
information that they contain can be extracted and
made available in a re-useable format.
We have already developed software to analyse
scripts and perform such conversions but when a
completely new script layout is encountered, the
software needs to learn how the different elements,
such as actor names, are being shown. Our
development of ‘LearnScript’ addresses this
problem. The new script is first analysed
automatically by the software and any errors in the
classification of the text over the first page or two,
are corrected by the user. From these corrections,
the software will learn how the rest of the script is
formatted and complete the conversion
automatically. The layout details are saved so that
subsequent scripts in that format are converted
automatically without repeating the learning stage.

Creating a programme script by re-speaking the content

‘LearnScript’: analysing the format of a script

We hope that by integrating these essential
features into one application in this way, we can
provide an efficient way in which scripts can be
produced relatively quickly from the recording of a
programme.

The first use of this software will be for prerecorded subtitling where it will be used alongside
our Assisted Subtitling system, which creates
subtitles automatically from a script. The key stage
in Assisted Subtitling is the use of speech
recognition to synchronise the text from the
programme script with the recorded dialogue. By
incorporating ‘LearnScript’ into this process, we
hope to achieve even greater improvements in the
efficiency of our subtitling work.

This prototype software is about to undergo user
trials in our subtitling areas. Once we have results
from these, we will look at ways in which the
approach can be applied to more general situations
where other programme data might be captured in
the same way.
Web: http://www.bbc.co.uk/rd/
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Standards
Throughout the site, we are showing new
technology. If the projects are a success, we need
to find a way of translating the science into a
product. We are not a factory and so must rely on
industry to translate the technology into products.
How do we encourage interoperable equipment to
be available from a variety of different sources?
The answer is through standards
Manufacturers can then make equipment for
professional and domestic use with confidence.

Standards are increasing in complexity
Since the BBC began a radio service in 1922,
standards have got ever more complex.
This display shows how the standards for
broadcasting have evolved over the last 80 years.
The examples presented here are typical of the
world we now have to live in — and there are many
more, equally complex standards for internet,
satellite, cable, mobile communications etc., which
the BBC needs to know about in order to do its
business.

Specifications for early radio
We tried to find a specification of the AM Radio
system in use when the BBC started broadcasting
in 1922. It seems that the technology was taken
for granted. After all, an AM radio signal is fully
described by a single equation:

s (t ) = (1 + m.a (t )) sin(ω c t )
The closest to a formal standard we could unearth
(courtesy of our library service) is the type approval
issued by the General Post Office. This deals
mainly with compatibility matters, but again is a
short document (see overleaf).

Specifications for analogue television
The BBC and IBA issued the first specification of
the analogue television system. This specification
was later adopted by the DTI, and then the
European standards body ETSI, and is reflected in
the Recommendations of the ITU.
Television was a little more complex than radio,
requiring 21 pages of information to define it.
However, the specification also included a useful
16 pages of implementation information.
This is complex by comparison with the early radio
specifications, but very simple when compared with
the digital television which was to follow.

Web: http://www.bbc.co.uk/rd/

Digital Broadcasting
The specifications for digital television form a large
set of around 50 substantive documents. The
subset
of six documents required to let us
broadcast conventional programmes terrestrially
amounts to around 470 pages of specification. If
we wish to broadcast interactive material, deliver
text or subtitles, or broadcast on satellite or cable,
encrypted or in the clear, then we need to use
many more pages of standardisation document.
The specifications are complex. As an example,
when we looked at the clause on error protection,
we found the detailed explanation of the technology
required a supplementary document of 50 pages.
The standardisation bodies themselves have
issued many pages of reports, clarifying and
extending the original specifications.
Digital television is a highly complex subject.
There is considerable scope for getting things
wrong. The specifications are now so complicated,
it is difficult to
guarantee they work without
detailed implementation and testing. It is also easy
for a newcomer to misinterpret specifications. In the
extreme, this could mean that their products do not
work in our broadcast environment. At BBC R&D,
we have played a major part in the development of
operational systems to help verify the broadcast
specifications and help guide manufacturers in the
production of equipment which is compliant.

What do we learn from this?
Broadcast technology is getting more complex. We
need standards to ensure interoperability of
different manufacturers’ products.
BBC R&D has been a focus for rigorous testing of
standards and their functionality.
We are one of the few research laboratories in the
world with the expertise to be able to understand all
the technologies and the impact on the complete
broadcast chain, from the pre-production planning,
through the production process to the broadcast
system and the domestic receiver.
If you need expert advice: come to us first!

Contact: Peter.Shelswell@rd.bbc.co.uk
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GENERAL POST OFFICE
Conditions which Broadcast Receivers should fulfil to
obtain Post Office approval .
1. That all types of Broadcast Receivers may be constructed for the reception of
signals of any wave-length.
2. That the apparatus shall be so constructed that it is difficult to change the arrangement of the circuits embodied in the design by means of external connections.
3. The following units, each of which must consist of apparatus assembled connected
and mounted in a single container, shall be approved:
a.

Combined Tuner and Rectifier.

b.

Combined Tuner, High Frequency Amplifier and Rectifier.

c.

Audio Frequency Amplifier (of Valve or other type).

d.

Tuner, Rectifier and Audio Frequency Amplifiers.

e.
Tuner, High Frequency Amplifiers, Rectifier and Audio Frequency Amplifiers
In particular, it is intended that each panel must contain all the High Frequency
Circuits and the High Frequency Amplifiers in association with the Rectifier, but there
is no limit to the number of High Frequency or Audio Frequency Amplifiers that may be
included in any unit or set provided the other conditions set forth herein are complied
with. Audio Frequency Amplifiers may be added in single, double or multiple units, to
(a) and (b).
4. No receiving apparatus for general broadcast purposes shall contain a valve or
valves so connected as to be capable of causing the aerial to oscillate.
5. Where reaction is used on to the first receiving circuit it must not be adjustable
but must be fixed and incapable of causing oscillation.
6. Where reaction is used between a second or subsequent valve on to the anode
circuit of a valve connected to the aerial, either directly or inductively, and no specific
coupling tending to produce oscillations in the aerial is provided between the first receiving
circuit and the first anode circuit, the reaction may be adjustable.
7. Tests of sets will be made on two aerials, one 30 feet long and the other 100 feet long.
On these aerials the sets should be capable of receiving on wave-lengths covered by the
" Broadcast " band, viz., 350 to 425 metres.
8. The sets will be tested for the production of oscillations in the aerial, and for the in te rference properties with a factor of safety, i.e., increasing the high tension battery by
about 30%, changing valves, etc., but not by altering any soldered connections.
9. The Postmaster-General must be satisfied that sets containing reaction can be
reasonable repeated with consistent conditions.
10. After approval, the type will be given a Post Office Registered Number and makers
must see that the sets fulfil the non-interfering conditions before they are sold. All sets
sold for use under the Broadcast Receiving licence shall bear the registered trade mark of
the British Broadcasting Company and the Post Office Registered Number.
11. The unit or set approved as the pattern instrument of a type shall be retained
without alteration by the maker. The Postmaster-General shall have the right at any
time to select any set of an approved type for test to see that the set is reasonably
similar to the approved pattern. In the case of sets of an approved type employing
reaction being found to oscillate the aerial, the Post Office may cancel the authorisation
of the future sale of that type. No change in the design of any set or unit may be made
after approval with the previous sanction of the Postmaster-General.
Note
The approval of the Postmaster-General does not carry any implied guarantee of
the quality, workmanship or sensitivity of the apparatus.
Firms desiring to submit Sets for approval and registration should send a sample
set of each type, together with relative wiring diagrams, to the Engineer-in-Chief,
Wireless Section, General Post Office West, London, E.C. 1. After tests the firms
will be notified of the result and advised that the sets are ready for collection.

A transcript of the early type approval document for domestic radios issued by the GPO
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Transposers for Digital Radio Cameras

Transposer
A transposer is a device that can be used to boost
the signal from a digital radio camera. It consists of
a receive antenna followed by electronics to
amplify and then retransmit the signal on a different
channel through a transmit antenna.
Transposers can either be used to increase the
coverage of a radio camera by relaying a remotely
located camera’s signal to the main receive point,
or it can be used to contribute to a diversity
reception set up.
A transposer can be considered to be a cable-free
headend, allowing a receive antenna to be placed
almost anywhere without the need to lay a cable
back to the receiver. This freedom can be very
useful in setting up for a wide range of broadcasts,
such as in a city street, for newsgathering, or
across a stadium, for athletics.
Although a transposer is another item of kit to set
up, it is a better way to increase coverage than
increasing the transmit power on the radio camera
itself. Increasing the power on a handheld radio
camera would require the operator to carry heavier
batteries and would cause thermal dissipation
problems in the transmitter. Also, higher
transmitted powers are not desirable near the
camera operator.
Transposers are used with analogue radio cameras
but they need to be carefully set up to minimise
Web: http://www.bbc.co.uk/rd/

multipath pickup by using narrow-beam directional
antennas that must be carefully pointed to both the
radio camera and the main receive location. The
increased ruggedness of the transmitted signal in
digital radio cameras allows either onmidirectional
or widebeam antennas to be used with little or no
line up.
R&D has carried out experimental trials with a
research prototype transposer. This prototype has
been providing useful data for the refinement of the
technique. It has already proven its benefit in
several broadcasts, such as the live broadcast of
the end of the Paul Burrell trial and at the 2003
London Marathon.

Digital radio camera signal from street received
using a transposer as part of diversity reception
system in the 2003 London Marathon

Email: info@rd.bbc.co.uk
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Transposer demonstration
Technical overview
The R&D research prototype transposer has been
located on the roof of B-Block at Kingswood
Warren, overlooking one of the lawns as shown in
the diagram. Its receive antenna can pick up a
radio camera anywhere on that lawn and relay the
signal to one of the main receive antennas on the
roof of the mansion building (see the Diversity
Reception handout for more details of the mansion
set up).
This demonstration shows how a new isolated
operating area for a radio camera can be quickly
introduced into a broadcast set up. In this case the
new area is well shielded by buildings from the
main operating area and so there are many
transmissions in between. However, if continuous
coverage was needed along the route between
those operating areas, then a further transposer
could be positioned along that route.

This is a summary of the R&D prototype. The
parameters for an operational transposer are under
investigation.
Frequency band:
Input and output channels:
Bandwidth:
Minimum separation
between input and output:
Noise figure:
Transmit power:
Input and output antennas:

2.38 – 2.68 GHz
By changing filters
16 MHz
40 MHz
8 dB
100 mW
Chosen as appropriate

N

B-Block
transposer
radio camera
coverage
provided by
transposer

mansion
(A-Block)
receive
antenna

radio camera
coverage
provided by
main diversity
antennas

retransmit
receive antenna
antenna

receive
antenna

Plan view of BBC R&D site showing extra operating area introduced by the transposer

Contact: john.zubrzycki@rd.bbc.co.uk
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TV Anytime, PVRs & Navigation
Today's Demonstrations
All of the demonstrations that you see today on this
stand make use of the TV Anytime standard, which
has been developed to support PVRs. The rich
data descriptions make accurate searching and
recording of programmes possible. New services
can be provided that using the extra data, including
agents for recommending programmes and
segmented playback of on-disk content
You can see:
• Agents for recommending programmes
• User testing
• An end-to-end TV Anytime data chain, with
a Linux-based PVR client
• Information on the Share it! project, which is
investigating rights-managed peer-to-peer
sharing of video content
• TV Anytime segmentation authoring and
STB application

A Pilot TV-Anytime Service Delivered over a
DVB network
During the open-days BBC R&D is broadcasting a
pilot TV-Anytime service on our local digital
multiplex.
The service consists of two parts:
•

A Metadata service providing in-depth
information about all BBC TV and radio
programmes services for 7¼ days ahead.

•

A Content Referencing service providing the
information a PVR requires to capture
individual programmes, a complete series
or a predefined group whilst avoiding
unwanted repeats.

The source of the service is a Database that
combines information from the system that
provides the BBC's current EPG services (SID)
with additional metadata from other sources.
A Service Manager controls the creation and
update of the services by the two Service
Compilers and an Object Carousel Compiler.
The Content Referencing service is delivered using
MPEG Sections whilst the Metadata is carried in an
Web: http://www.bbc.co.uk/rd/

Object Carousel. The two streams are combined
and inserted in the broadcast stream by the
Multiplexer.
The DVB standards body has yet to complete its
specification for the delivery of TV Anytime services
and so we have had to make some provisional
assumptions. However, our work is both tracking
and informing the DVB specification work.

A Prototype TV-Anytime Receiver System
To test and demonstrate the pilot TV-Anytime
service we have developed a prototype TV-Anytime
receiver system supporting two user applications:
- TV-Anytime Client GUI
A user interface that allows the pilot TV-Anytime
service to be monitored and explored.
- Personal Video Recorder
A modified open source PVR called "VDR" that can
access the pilot TV-Anytime service and use it to
schedule recordings.
The TV-Anytime service is received using a DVB
Interface Card in a standard Linux PC.
Metadata files are extracted from the broadcast
stream by an Object Carousel Client and a local
TV-Anytime Database is created.
Content Referencing Information is extracted by a
CRI decoder.
A TVAClientManager allows the user applications
to access the TV-Anytime metadata and resolution
services.
CRI
Decoder

DVB
RX

Cache

Client TVA Query
Manager API Interface

Application

Carousel
Client

Functional Diagram of the Receiver system

Contact: For information about the TV Anytime end-toend chain, please contact chris.newell@rd.bbc.co.uk.
For general information about Navigation or any of the
other demonstrations you have seen, please contact
andrew.mcparland@rd.bbc.co.uk
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This page shows an
ProgramInformationTable.

example

TV

Anytime

<ProgramInformationTable>
<ProgramInformation programId="crid://bbc.co.uk/281051095">
<BasicDescription>
<Title><![CDATA[EastEnders Revealed]]></Title>
<Synopsis length="short"><![CDATA[Trouble Man - A Steve Owen Special: Steve Owen breezed into Walford in 1998 and trouble was not
far behind. EastEnders stars past and present share their views on his dramatic exit.]]></Synopsis>
<Synopsis length="long"><![CDATA[Trouble Man - A Steve Owen Special: When Steve Owen first breezed into Walford in 1998, trouble
was not far behind. As Martin Kemp films his last scenes in the role, EastEnders stars past and present share their feelings on one of the most dramatic
exits from the show in its history.]]></Synopsis>
<Keyword type="main"><![CDATA[Eastenders]]></Keyword>
<Keyword type="main"><![CDATA[behind the scenes]]></Keyword>
<Keyword type="main"><![CDATA[character]]></Keyword>
<Keyword type="main"><![CDATA[cast]]></Keyword>
<Keyword type="main"><![CDATA[actor]]></Keyword>
<Keyword type="main"><![CDATA[soap]]></Keyword>
TV Anytime allows many different
<Genre href="urn:tva:metadata:cs:ContentCS:2002:3.4.2.2">
titles and synopsis to be provided,
<Name><![CDATA[Soap Special]]></Name>
perhaps in different languages, or of
</Genre>
<Genre href="urn:tva:metadata:cs:FormatCS:2002:2.1.5">
different lengths. Here, a ‘short’
<Name><![CDATA[Discussion/Interview/Debate]]></Name>
and a ‘long’ synopsis are provided.
</Genre>
<Genre href="urn:tva:metadata:cs:IntentionCS:2002:1.1.2">
<Name><![CDATA[Informative entertainment]]></Name>
</Genre>
<Genre href="urn:tva:metadata:cs:ContentCS:2002:3.1">
<Name><![CDATA[NON-FICTION]]></Name>
</Genre>
<Genre href="urn:tva:metadata:cs:FormatCS:2002:2.1.4">
<Name><![CDATA[Documentary]]></Name>
</Genre>
<Genre href="urn:tva:metadata:cs:ContentCS:2002:3.1.7.3">
<Name><![CDATA[Biography/notable personalities]]></Name>
</Genre>
<Genre href="urn:tva:metadata:cs:ContentCS:2002:3.1.7.2">
<Name><![CDATA[Society/show business/Gossip]]></Name>
</Genre>
A rich hierarchical genre
<Genre href="urn:tva:metadata:cs:ContentCS:2002:3.4.2.1">
scheme is used.
<Name><![CDATA[Soap Opera]]></Name>
</Genre>
<Genre href="urn:tva:metadata:cs:FormatCS:2002:2.2.1">
<Name><![CDATA[Fictional portrayal of life]]></Name>
</Genre>
Here, we can provide
<Genre href="urn:tva:metadata:cs:IntentionCS:2002:1.1">
<Name><![CDATA[ENTERTAINMENT]]></Name>
links to other material
</Genre>
that’s related in some
<Genre href="urn:tva:metadata:cs:IntentionCS:2002:1.3">
way to this content.
<Name><![CDATA[EDUCATION]]></Name>
</Genre>
<RelatedMaterial>
<HowRelated href="urn:tva:metadata:cs:HowRelatedCS:2002:10">
<Name>For more information</Name>
</HowRelated>
<MediaLocator>
<mpeg7:MediaUri>http://www.bbc.co.uk/bbcthree/tv/eastendersrevealed.shtml</mpeg7:MediaUri>
</MediaLocator>
</RelatedMaterial>
</BasicDescription>
<AVAttributes>
The ‘MemberOf’ field allows us to
<AudioAttributes>
place the programme into a group.
<NumOfChannels>2</NumOfChannels>
Groups are useful to define series,
</AudioAttributes>
<VideoAttributes>
or collections of other editorially
<AspectRatio>16:9</AspectRatio>
related programmes, such as a
</VideoAttributes>
‘comedy zone’, or programmes
</AVAttributes>
about particular subjects.
<MemberOf xsi:type="MemberOfType" crid="crid://bbc.co.uk/EastendersRevealed"/>
</ProgramInformation>
</ProgramInformationTable>

Web: http://www.bbc.co.uk/rd/
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Virtual Production
What is Virtual Production?

Projects being demonstrated in the Studio

Virtual production encompasses a range of
technological developments for the inclusion of
synthetic 3D elements in TV production, as well as
techniques for extracting 3D information from
images to assist the production process or create
new forms of content.

Several of our current projects look beyond
conventional virtual studio technology to what
might be possible by modelling live action in 3D.

This technology offers the programme-maker
exciting possibilities for creating a new look, as well
as the prospect of cost savings, for example by
creating a virtual environment that would be too
expensive to use in reality.
Our work ranges from relatively short-term projects
that address the immediate needs of production,
through to longer-term projects where we are
conducting fundamental R&D that has the potential
to radically change the way that programmes are
made in the future.

The MetaVision project
We are developing a method of generating a depth
map from a real scene by placing additional
cameras adjacent to the main camera and using
stereoscopic analysis techniques. The depth map
can be used by post-production processes to
simulate effects such as shadows between real
and virtual objects. This is being carried out as a
part of our contribution to the MetaVision EUfunded IST project [4].

An introduction to Virtual Studios
In a virtual studio, a chroma-keyer is used to insert
a virtual background into the scene, whilst the
camera movement is measured so that the virtual
background can be rendered to match [1]. The
demonstration shows the main elements of a virtual
studio, using technology we developed in previous
years:
• Keying - using a retro-reflective cloth, now
available commercially from ReflecMedia and
known as Chromatte™ [2].
• Camera tracking - using the free-d™ system,
available
commercially
from
Radamec
Broadcast Systems [3].
An example of a production that used both of these
technologies was the BBC Election 2001 coverage,
where a virtual ‘swingometer’ was created.

Compositing real and virtual objects
using depth information

The ORIGAMI project
As part of the EU-funded IST ORIGAMI project [5]
we are developing new production tools for highquality mixing of real and virtual content for film and
TV productions.
Current techniques, like virtual studios, are quite
limited in the achievable optical effects and leave
the actor in an empty (blue) space. Our system is
designed to capture the entire scene in 3D,
allowing sophisticated optical effects, like
occlusions, shadows and reflections with any virtual
object. Further the system provides the director,
operators and actors with a new on-set previsualisation technique.

Web: http://www.bbc.co.uk/rd/
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Our system creates a full 3D model of the whole
studio scene using a multi-camera system
(currently up to 12) and chroma-keying.

These scenes can than be integrated into any
virtual scene. The (virtual) camera moves in that
scene are not restricted to the studio space. A
high-end rendering system can be used to allow
casting of shadows, reflections and other optical
effects.

Open Days 2003
synthesize a view-dependent image of the virtual
scene.

• View-dependant projection according to
actor’s head position
• Director’s view for pre-view of composited
programme
• Automatic trigger of animations / events by
collision detection

Other Virtual Production demonstrations

• Real-time modelling for on-set pre-visualisation
• High-quality modelling offline for post-production
Furthermore many productions today are suffering
from the lack of on-set pre-visualisation they give
the actors, the director and operators. The
ORIGAMI studio system gives both the director a
pre-view of the composited scene and the actor a
visual, immersive feedback so that he can
interact with the virtual scene. The latter is a very
powerful tool to synchronise the action of real
actors on set with virtual objects, e.g. to get the
eye-lines right.
The immersive actor feedback system works in
parallel to the real-time modelling system. It is
based on standard data projectors driven from
rendering PCs. The head position of one actor is
derived from the captured 3D model and used to

Web: http://www.bbc.co.uk/rd/

This handout has described those parts of our
work being demonstrated in the studio. Other
projects in the Virtual Production work area are
being demonstrated elsewhere:
Large Viewing Room:
• Prometheus - some results from a DTI Link
collaborative project that we led, which
finished last year
• MixTV - use of tracked patterns to augment a
real scene with virtual objects that presenters
can interact with
• Storyboarding tool - to help the preproduction
storyboarding
process
for
interactive programmes
• Difference keying - finally eliminating the blue
screen!
Cedar Room:
• 3D sports graphics - on-pitch graphics and
virtual views of sports
• Automated Coverage - 3D tracking of people
for robotic camera control

Web links
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

www.bbc.co.uk/rd/projects/virtual
www.reflecmedia.com
www.radamecbroadcast.co.uk
www.ist-metavision.com
www-dsp.elet.polimi.it/origami/

Contacts
General enquiries - Graham.Thomas@rd.bbc.co.uk
The ORIGAMI project - Oliver.Grau@rd.bbc.co.uk

Email: info@rd.bbc.co.uk
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Virtual Production for Sports
Introduction
Many of the technologies we are developing for
merging 2D and 3D content for studio-based
productions, such as difference keying, 3D
reconstruction, and virtual view simulation, can also
be applied to sports coverage. Two of these
developments are being demonstrated:
• A sports graphics system, that can generate
virtual views of a sports event as well as more
conventional effects such as tied-to-pitch
graphics
• A system to provide automated control of
robotic camera heads and vision mixers, by
tracking players in 3D

Sports graphics system
BBC R&D has used its virtual production expertise
to develop tools to produce a variety of graphical
enhancements for sports productions:
• ‘Tied-to-pitch’ logos, distance lines, etc.
• Dynamic effects such as tracks behind players
• Virtual Videowall
• A “Ghost” effect to overlay two separate
competitors on the same background
• Realistic players in a virtual stadium - the virtual
camera can be moved to a range of viewpoints,
e.g. to examine offside decisions
• Graphics appearing on a virtual overhead view
for tactical analysis

Some of these effects are available from existing
products, and are already used by the BBC.
However, the virtual stadium effect is unique.
Furthermore, R&D’s work offers the possibility of:
• Better integration between the BBC’s graphical
systems
• Rapid implementation of producers’ ideas
• More flexible working practices, for example
allowing the graphics to be inserted at TV
Centre rather than on location.
• Ease of integration of new technologies.
The system runs on a conventional PC and exploits
the rendering power of a standard graphics card.
This makes the hardware inexpensive and
compact.
How does it work?
•
•
•

Sensors send the pan, tilt, zoom and focus
parameters of the camera to the PC
A software chroma-keyer separates the players
from the grass.
The PC’s graphics card renders the pitch,
players, and graphics with the correct viewpoint
and perspective, according to the desired
effect.

The system will also allow the effects to be
rendered on recorded video. In this case the PC
uses a database to store the camera parameters
corresponding to a particular timecode.
Future work
The BBC is looking at mechanisms for further
developing the demonstration system for
deployment. In addition, R&D will be investigating a
range of enhancements:
• Use of image-processing technologies to
remove the need for camera sensors
• A multiple-camera system - this would greatly
enhance the range of angles available, and
tracking accuracy
• Use of advanced keying technologies such as
difference keying
• Improved player and ball tracking

Web: http://www.bbc.co.uk/rd/
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Automated coverage
This project is developing tools to automate the
control of cameras and vision mixers, to allow the
BBC to offer viewers enhanced coverage of
sporting and other events. This could include basic
coverage of lower profile matches that are
impossible to cover at the moment, providing the
viewers extra camera angles, and using tracking
information for on-screen player statistics systems.
The key component is a system that can identify
the position of each player and move a robotic
camera so that it can keep the player framed within
the view of the camera.

Camera views from the two locked-off cameras before
and after processing showing the identified players

How does it work?
•
•
•
•

Static cameras view the scene
Players identified by ‘difference keying’
3D position of players computed by
triangulation
Robotic camera heads controlled to follow each
player

Contacts
Sports graphics - Peter.Brightwell@rd.bbc.co.uk
Automated Coverage - Paul.Debenham@rd.bbc.co.uk
General enquiries - Graham.Thomas@rd.bbc.co.uk

Future work
The work on automated coverage has only just
started and we have further work to do to produce
a system that will be reliable and easy to use. In
the future we will be adding features such as
intelligent framing of shots, where the system could
be linked to the scoring system to automatically
provide suitable pictures of the players for the
action in the match.

Overview of the automated coverage system

Web: http://www.bbc.co.uk/rd/
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